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ABSTRACT: Zeolite |Na12|-A is a commercial adsorbent, and its
CO2-over-N2(CH4) selectivity can be further enhanced kineti-
cally by replacing Na+ in the 8-ring windows that control gas
diffusion with large cations. In this study, samples of zeolite
|Na12−xKx|-A with x = 0.0, 0.8, 2.0, and 3.0 were prepared, and
the positions of adsorbed CO2 molecules were determined using
in situ neutron powder diffraction through profile refinement.
Adsorbed CO2 molecules were located at three different sites
within the large α-cavities in the zeolite structure, revealing the
interaction between the adsorbed CO2 and the host framework. The number of CO2 molecules at each site depends on CO2
pressure and follows site-specific CO2 isotherms described with a Langmuir model. Most of the CO2 molecules in zeolite
|Na12−xKx|-A bridge two cations at neighboring 8-ring sites. These are relatively weakly physisorbed, and therefore, most of the
working capacity of CO2 adsorption is related to this site. The CO2 molecules at the second most populated site are coordinated
to a cation in the 8-ring plane. Some of them seemed to form chemical bonds with the O atoms of the framework as carbonate-
like species and acted as chemisorption. The remaining minor fraction of CO2 is directly attracted by Na+ at the 6-rings. The
different positioning of physisorbed CO2 and the presence of chemisorbed CO2 was confirmed by in situ infrared spectroscopy.

■ INTRODUCTION

Carbon capture and storage technologies1 are put forward as a
means to limit emissions of CO2 from combustion of fossil
fuels.2,3 Postcombustion capture of CO2 can be performed
with amine scrubbers, adsorption technologies, membrane
processes, or cryogenic separation.4 Adsorption-driven tech-
nologies,5−7 for example, based on zeolites, have potential
economic advantages and can also be used for other CO2

separation processes such as the upgrading of biomethane,7,8

which is among the most environmental friendly biofuels.9

Separation of CO2 and N2 (or CH4) in adsorption processes
can be controlled through both thermodynamics and kinetics.
CO2 has a higher thermodynamic tendency to adsorption than
N2 and CH4 because of its larger electric quadrupole moment
and therefore stronger interactions with the electrical field
gradients (EFGs) of adsorbents.10,11 Moreover, kinetically
enhanced CO2 adsorption can also be related to the so-called
effective kinetic diameter in the adsorbed state, which in the
case of CO2 is smaller than for N2 and CH4, with estimated
values of 0.33 nm for CO2, 0.36 nm for N2, and 0.38 nm for
CH4.

12,13 The kinetic effects are significant for adsorbents with
effective pore openings in the range of 0.35−0.4 nm. However,
it is still under investigation if the additional selectivity of
kinetic sorbents can be used for adsorption-driven CO2 capture
or if the mass transfer would be too hampered.

Zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A meets many of the criteria of a CO2
adsorbent. It has high CO2 adsorption capacity, high CO2
selectivity, and robustness; is thermally stable; and can be
produced in large quantities at low costs.13−16 Zeolite A is a
small-pore zeolite consisting of a primitive cubic arrangement
of large cavities (referred to as the α-cavity) that are joined
through common 8-rings forming a three-dimensional channel
network. The α-cavities are also joined to d4r units and smaller
cages (β-cages) via common 6-rings. The effective size of the
8-ring windows is controlled by the cation in the center of the
8-ring. For Na+ cations, the effective size of the apertures has
been estimated as 0.41 nm,17,18 which can be decreased by
replacing Na+ with larger monovalent cations19−21 or increased
by replacing Na+ with Ca2+, Sr2+, or Mg2+.22−25 For the latter,
the 8-ring sites become depopulated. At a critical value of x in
|Na12−xKx|-A, sufficiently many pore windows are effectively
blocked to hinder the percolation of N2 or CH4, which leads to
enhanced CO2 selectivity. With a relatively low value of x, the
adsorbent still displays a high CO2 capacity.

26−30

The adsorption of CO2 on |Na12−xKx|-A occurs mainly as
physisorption and some as chemisorption. Physisorbed CO2
molecules interact mainly with their electric quadrupole
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moment to the EFGs of the surface of zeolite.10,11

Physisorption is the most applicable tool for regular gas
separation processes as physisorbed CO2 can be regenerated
more easily than in its chemisorbed forms.27,31 On several
zeolites, physisorption occurs in parallel with chemisorption
under which CO2 reacts and forms (bi)carbonates or similar
moieties.32 However, the mechanism of chemisorption of CO2
on zeolites has not been well established. The majority of
proposed schemes have been derived from IR studies on
zeolite X33−36 and Y36−38 with mono- and bivalent cations and
some from studies on zeolite A.33,35,39 It has been presumed
that the chemisorbed CO2 couples to O atoms in the
framework34−37 or pulls out one of the O atoms from the
framework to form monodentate carbonates.33,35,37,38 The
presence of residual water in the framework can result in the
formation of bidentate (bi)carbonates.37,38

The mechanism of chemical integration of CO2 molecules
on the surface of zeolites was subject to many structural
studies.5,13,35,40,41 However, until now, the positions of
chemisorbed CO2 molecules in zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A have
remained unknown. In a recent study, we used in situ X-ray
diffraction to show that the cations were displaced on the
adsorption of CO2 on zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A.

42 However, the X-
ray scattering factors for light elements (e.g., C and O) in that
study compromised the precision of evaluation of the CO2
positions in the presence of the heavier scatterers (Na, K).
Neutron diffraction provides large enough scattering for C [b =
5.551(2) fm]43 and O [b = 4.232(6) fm],43 making it more
feasible to obtain detailed information on the positioning of
CO2. For example, Hudson et al.44 and Bae et al.45 determined
the positions of CO2 molecules on Cu chabazite and zeolite
5A, which lack a cation in the 8-ring window, under different
CO2 loadings using in situ neutron diffraction experiments. In
this context, zeolite 5A displays no chemisorption of CO2 at
all.46

In this study, we conducted a detailed in situ neutron
diffraction study to determine the positions of CO2 adsorbed
on a series of |Na12−xKx|-A compositions and evaluate their
quantities through the loading of CO2. In addition, we tried to
directly determine the positions of the chemisorbed CO2
molecules.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Synthesis and Experiment. |Na12−xKx|-A samples with x

= 0.0, 0.8, 2.0, and 3.0 were prepared from a |Na12|-A powder
from Luoyang Jianlong Chem. Ind. Co. by ion exchange with
KCl following the procedure described in Table S1 in the
Supporting Information. The samples consisted of homoge-
neous cubic particles with an average size of approximately 2.7
μm. The compositions and K+/(K+ + Na+) ratios were
determined by elemental analysis with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) using a JEOL JSM-7000F scanning
electron microscope with zeolite powders spread on ink-
coated aluminum stumps. The EDS spectra were collected
with 15 keV. The evaluated Si/Al ratio was ∼1:1.
The 0−1000 mbar isotherms of CO2, N2, and CH4 were

recorded on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and
porosity analyzer. Prior to the measurements, the samples were
dehydrated for 10 h under high dynamic vacuum (0.001 μbar)
at T = 623 K. Then, they were backfilled under 1 bar of dry N2
at T = 323 K. Afterward, all samples were weighed. The free
space in the sample tubes was measured with He gas, which
was assumed not to adsorb.47 The adsorption data on all

samples were recorded with a precision of <0.01% during an
interval time of 15 s at T = 273 K set and stabilized by an ice
bath. The 0.2 mmol/g incremental dosing mode was used to
record the low-pressure regime of CO2 adsorption. Desorption
isotherms were measured till 20 kPa. The second-run CO2
isotherm was recorded on the |Na10K2|-A sample, which had
been treated for 12 h under dynamic vacuum (turbopump) at
T = 298 K after recording the first-run CO2 isotherm.
In situ IR spectra were recorded with a Varian 670-IR

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer with a liquid nitrogen-
cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector. The in situ system
consists of a high-vacuum system in stainless steel, a custom-
made stainless steel IR transmission cell with KBr windows,
which offers possibilities to vary temperature and pressure
conditions.48

Self-supporting pellets with diameters of 16 mm were made
from the zeolites by compacting approximately 25 mg of
powder. A pressure of 1 ton/cm2 was applied for 2 min using a
pressing tool. The pellets were dehydrated in the IR
transmission cell at low pressure (<10−6 mbar) and high
temperature (523 K) for typically 6 h. A background IR
spectrum was recorded on the dehydrated zeolites; thus, all
bands in the presented spectra are related to the adsorption of
CO2. Pure carbon dioxide (>99.9%) was supplied by the Linde
Gas Company (AGA) and used as received. Spectra of the
gaseous phase were recorded separately at 303 K with only
CO2 present in the cell at the different pressures of CO2
studied. The corresponding CO2 reference spectra were
subtracted from the absorbance spectra acquired at different
CO2 pressures.
Constant wavelength neutron powder diffraction (NPD)

data were collected on the instrument D1B at ILL in Grenoble,
France.49 A series of in situ NPD measurements was
performed50 with the use of a gas stick connected through a
stainless steel capillary to the CO2 gas rig, and a volumetric gas
sorption apparatus from Hiden Isochema, as provided by ILLs
department for the sample environment. Prior to NPD
measurements, the samples were dehydrated ex situ at 623 K
under dynamic vacuum of 0.001 μbar for 20 h using the ASAP
apparatus, backfilled to a pressure of 1 bar of dry N2 and sealed
in glass flasks with an O-ring cup. NPD measurements, with a
wavelength of 2.52 Å, were performed in a range of 2θ: 3−
120°, at 273 K. The gas was dosed by a pump controlled by the
Hisorp software system with an accuracy of ±1.5 mbar. The
|Na12−xKx|-A samples (approximately 3 g each) with x = 0.0,
0.8, 2.0, and 3.0 were packed in aluminum cans with a diameter
of 0.8 cm under helium atmosphere in a glovebox and sealed
with an indium wire. After mounting the samples to the gas
stick and placing them in the beam, they underwent a
dehydration process again at 550 K, and under near vacuum
conditions of 0.001 μbar for 2 h. After the initial treatment, the
samples were cooled down to 273 K and NPD diffraction
patterns were measured under the following CO2 pressures:
vacuum (0.001 μbar), 50, 100, 400, 700, and 1000 mbar
(Table S4). At the very end, the samples loaded at 1000 mbar
were treated under vacuum for 4 h at the same temperature of
273 K, and the NPD patterns were remeasured. The data
acquisition time for each scan was 1 h. An empty container was
measured for signal subtraction purposes. To obtain the pure
NPD signal from the zeolite structure, the Bragg peaks from
the aluminum container were subtracted from all data sets. The
NPD data were analyzed with the TOPAS 5 program.51
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystal Structure of Dehydrated |Na12−xKx|-A. The

crystal structure of dehydrated |Na12−xKx|-A derived from the
NPD data was in line with previous neutron45,52,53 and X-ray
diffraction studies.26,54−57 According to our model, the
framework of zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A, described with a cubic
unit cell (a = 24.5 Å) and space group Fm3̅c, consists of eight
large α-cavities encapsulating one β-cage in the center (Figure
1, Table S4 in the Supporting Information). Per large unit cell,

96 cations are distributed over three sites, where site 64g(x, x,
x) in the center of the 6-ring is fully occupied. The other two
positions, 96i(0, y, z) in the 8-ring and 96h(1/4, y, y) near the
4-ring, are partially occupied,54 with occupancies of 0.25 and
0.083, respectively. There is no evidence from the diffraction
patterns for the rhombohedral distortion of the framework,
seen before in zeolite |Na12|-A.

58,59

To obtain structural parameters, that is, atomic positions
and occupancies for dehydrated compositions of |Na12−xKx|-A,
profile refinement60,61 of the NPD data was performed using
the program TOPAS 5.51 The initial structural parameters
were taken from Rzepka et al.42 The peak shape was modeled
using the pseudo-Voigt function. Additional peak asymmetry
correction was applied to model the peak shape at low-2θ
range. Biso parameters for the nonframework atoms were not
refined because of their high correlation with the occupancy
factors and set at reasonable values taken from previous
studies.29,42 Profile refinements, for all dehydrated samples,
converged with χ2 ≈ 4.2 (Table S4 in the Supporting
Information). The small discrepancy between the observed
and calculated data can be attributed to unmodeled residual
water in the zeolite channels. Representative models and data
points are shown in Figure 2a, and the final structural
parameters for all samples are listed in Tables S5−S31 in the
Supporting Information. Changes in the cation occupancy, as
determined from X-ray diffraction studies,26,42 have shown that
during ion exchange, K+ ions are gradually substituting Na+ in
the 8-ring sites, which eventually leads to a full replacement of
Na+ ions at the 96i site in |Na9K3|-A. The changes in the cation
position in the 8-rings likely relate to the significantly different
ionic radii of Na+ and K+, with r = 1.16 Å62 and r = 1.52 Å,62

respectively. These changes could not be observed in the NPD
data directly from differences of the nuclear density in the 8-
ring because the neutron scattering lengths for Na and K are
very similar: b = 3.63(2) fm and b = 3.67(2) fm, respectively.43

To simplify the model for NPD profile refinement, only one
type of cation in the 8-ring was used: Na+ for x = 0.0 and 0.8
and K+ for x = 2.0 and 3.0. The refined distances between the
cation in the 8-ring and the nearest O atom indeed increased
from 2.34(2) Å for |Na12|-A to 3.262(15) Å for |Na9K3|-A.
Table 1 shows the refined distances between the cation and
O(2) for all compositions of |Na12−xKx|-A.

Crystallographic Order CO2 Adsorbed on |Na12−xKx|-
A. The relative intensities of the Bragg peaks varied
significantly during CO2 adsorption for all studied composi-
tions. Particularly, the intensity of the first reflection at 2θ =
12° was greatly reduced after loading with CO2 (cf. Figures 2b
and S1−S3). The site preference of the CO2 molecule in the
zeolite framework at different CO2 pressures was investigated
by calculating difference Fourier maps (DFMs) from the NPD
data.63 DFMs were generated for the samples loaded at a CO2
pressure of 1000 mbar, by taking the difference between the
observed and the calculated patterns simulated using only the
framework model including the corresponding Na+/K+

positions. The initial DFMs revealed the largest peaks in the
nuclear density (site I) close to 6-ring, bridging the cations at
the neighboring 96i sites. Figure 3a,b show the initial DFMs
for |Na12|-A and |Na9K3|-A, respectively. After placing a CO2
molecule in the model at that revealed position, a new series of
DFMs was generated. This revealed a new peak (site II)
situated near the cation at the 96i site in the 8-ring. The last
CO2 position (site III) revealed by the DFMs lied along the α-
cavity body diagonal, close to the 64g site. However, the
intensity of this peak was very weak and can possibly also be
attributed to residual water or a shift of the cation.
To confirm the CO2 positions observed in the DFMs, the

simulated annealing algorithm implemented in TOPAS 564 was

Figure 1. Unit cell of dehydrated |Na9K3|-A projected along [1 0 0]
with a distribution of extra framework cations: Na+ (yellow balls) and
K+ (magenta balls). Positions 96i and 96h are partially occupied.

Figure 2. Profile refinements of |Na9K3|-A (a) dehydrated and (b)
loaded with CO2 at 1000 mbar and 273 K.

Table 1. Refined Distances Between the 8-Ring Cation (96i
site) and Nearest Framework O of Different Compositions
of Zeolite A Compared to Literature Values

sample cation−O(2) distance (Å) reference distance (Å)

|Na12|-A 2.34(2) 2.383(7)54

|Na11.2K0.8|-A 2.48(11)
|Na10K2|-A 2.658(3)
|Na9K3|-A 3.262(15) 3.315(10)55
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used. Simulated annealing is a global optimization algorithm
that is particularly well suited for locating organic species
inside zeolite frameworks.65 Expected atoms, molecules, or
fragments are placed randomly in the unit cell as rigid bodies
and then moved around by modifying their positions,
orientations, and free torsion angles. After each rearrangement,
the difference between the experimental and calculated profile
is evaluated, and the cycle is repeated until convergence is
reached. This process is repeated until a satisfactory model fits
the data. For this, only the samples loaded at a CO2 pressure of
1000 mbar were used. Three independent CO2 molecules were
introduced as rigid bodies into the model. The positions,
orientations, and occupancies of the CO2 molecules were then
optimized by the simulated annealing algorithm, while keeping
all other parameters constant, that is, the positions and
occupancies of the framework atoms and cations, as well as the
background and profile parameters. Simulated annealing was
also attempted with one, two, and four molecules CO2, but
three gave the best agreement with the NPD data.
Subsequently, the structure models obtained were refined
against the NPD data of the samples loaded at 1000 mbar.
These models were then used to initiate subsequent profile
refinements for all samples loaded at 700, 400, 100, 50 mbar,
and desorbed with vacuum, each time using the refined model
of the previous one as input for the next one. Refinements with
respect to the data collected at 50−1000 mbar of CO2 pressure
always required three different CO2 positions.
During the refinements, the following atomic parameters

were refined: atomic positions of the framework atoms, atomic
position and occupancy of the 6-ring cation, and atomic
positions and occupancies of the CO2 molecules. The peak
shape parameters and background were refined as well. The
profile parameters and positions of the remaining cations were

kept constant in order to improve the stability. The results of
refinements for all samples converged with χ2 ≈ 1.9−2.9 and
are presented in the Supporting Information.
The positions of the refined CO2 molecules correspond well

to the differential nuclear densities provided by the DFMs
(Figures 3 and S4). The discussions below are focused on the
two compositions with x = 0.0 and 3.0, as the CO2 positions at
the other two investigated compositions (|Na11.2K0.8|-A and
|Na10K2|-A) were potentially more disordered because of
superposition of the CO2 arrangements related to distributions
of K+ and Na+.
The CO2 molecule at site I bridged two cations at

neighboring 8-rings (Figure 4a,b) with the OCO···Na+/

K+ distances of 2.4−3.7 Å for |Na12|-A and 3.3−3.6 Å for
|Na9K3|-A, respectively. In addition, the orientation of CO2
molecules was inclined by attraction to the 6-ring Na+ with the
distance of OCO···Na+ varying between 2.9 and 3.3 Å for
different compositions. The CO2 molecules at site II are
coordinated by the cations in the 8-rings, and their positions
are different depending on whether they coordinate to Na+ or
K+. The small Na+ ions, placed off-center in the 8-ring, allow
for the coordination of CO2 near the plane of the 8-ring
(Figure 4c). The larger K+62 is placed closer to the center of
the 8-ring and appears to have pushed the CO2 away from the

Figure 3. DFMs with corresponding atomic positions (obtained from
simulated annealing) of adsorbed CO2 under 1000 mbar at |Na12|-A
(left column) and |Na9K3|-A (right column) for (a,b) site I, (c,d) site
II, and (e,f) site III.

Figure 4. Atomic positions of adsorbed CO2 under 1000 mbar at
|Na12|-A (left column) and |Na9K3|-A (right column), showing the
locations of (a,b) site I, (c,d) site II, and (e,f) site III.
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8-ring plane to a position toward the center of α-cavity (Figure
4d). However, the OCO···K+/Na+ distances (2.4 Å) and
the canting angles between OCO and 8-ring plane (35°)
are almost identical for both |Na12|-A and |Na9K3|-A. As the
closest distances of (C)···Oring are 3.3 Å for Na+ and 3.1 Å for
K+, the CO2 molecules at the site II can be interpreted as
carbonate-like species as will be discussed later. Moreover, the
Na+ in the 8-ring seems to be interacting with both O atoms of
CO2 at site II (Figure 4c). This configuration is typical for
HCO3

− coordination complexes.34,35,38 One should note that
we opted to model the CO2, HCO3

−, or related compounds
with the linear CO2 to reduce the number of parameters in the
analyses.
The CO2 molecules at site III are oriented perpendicularly

to the plane of the 6-ring (Figure 4e,f) along the body
diagonal. The O atoms are coordinated to Na+ with an average
OCO···Na+ distance of 2.5 Å. The occupancy of this site
is low (typically ∼1 molecule per α-cavity), and its very nature
is somewhat speculative as discussed before; it can also be
assigned to remaining residual water or cation displacement.
CO2 Physisorption on |Na12−xKx|-A. The CO2 uptake on

|Na12−xKx|-A declined slightly with an increased K+ content,
whereas the CH4 and N2 uptakes were basically null for
|Na10K2|-A and |Na9K3|-A (Figure 5). The CO2 uptake at 1000

mbar dropped from 8.2 CO2 molecules per α-cavity for |Na12|-
A to 7.1 for |Na9K3|-A. This effect has been observed
previously.26,27,30 The N2 and CH4 isotherms of |Na12|-A and
|Na11.2K0.8|-A can be described over the full range with Henry’s
law

=q K pH

where q is the uptake, KH is the Henry’s law constant (Table
S2), and p is the pressure. The CO2 adsorption conformed to
the Henry’s law parameters (Table S2) only at low-pressure
regimes.66,67 The selectivity α(CO2/N2(CH4))

68,69 was
evaluated in the low-pressure regime as

α = K K/H HCO2 N2(CH4)

The compositions with x ≥ 2 have much higher α(CO2/
N2(CH4)) values than those with lower x-values (Table 2) as
was expected from earlier studies.26,30 These compositions
could be relevant for (kinetically) enhanced adsorptive
separation of CO2.

70−72 The reduced KH(N2,CH4) values are
likely related to reduced intracrystalline diffusion. Surprisingly,
|Na11.2K0.8|-A has smaller α(CO2/N2(CH4)) values than |Na12|-
A, related to the comparably smaller KH(CO2). This reduction

was tentatively assigned to the effects of chemisorption of CO2
(discussed later) or the intracrystalline diffusivity of CO2.
The structure refinement of the NPD data allowed deriving

three site-specific CO2 adsorption isotherms, and the number
of CO2 molecules at each site per α-cavity is presented in
Figure 6 as a function of CO2 pressure. Analyses of the NPD
data provided the total number of CO2 molecules per α-cavity
as ∼10 for |Na12|-A and ∼8 for |Na9K3|-A at a CO2 pressure of
1 bar. The adsorption isotherms determined from NPD show a
higher uptake of CO2 molecules when compared with
volumetric adsorption data [by ∼1 per α-cavity (12%)],
which was tentatively ascribed to kinetic effects in the
volumetric adsorption experiments related to some contribu-
tions of slow diffusion of CO2 in |Na12−xKx|-A. However, both
series follow very similar trends (Figure 6). Irrespective of the
compositions, site I was the most populated (with saturation
values of 4.6 molecules for |Na9K3|-A and 5.7 for |Na12|-A),
followed by site II (with about ∼3 molecules). Site III was only
populated with about 1 molecule per α-cavity.
Within the NPD-resolved CO2 adsorption data, each site-

specific isotherm as well as the total number of CO2 followed
Langmuir models. On the other hand, the occupancy of site III
was too low to discuss any trend. The shapes of isotherms (in
Figure 6) are varied for different sites. CO2 molecules of site I
are further away from the neighboring cations (Figure 4a,b).
Hence, they acted more like α-cavity filling than specific
adsorption and had a lower slope of the CO2 isotherm as was
expected from the weaker intermolecular interactions. The
high slope of the site II adsorption isotherm was ascribed to
the proximity of Na+ and K+. The chemical integration of CO2
on the 8-ring Na+ was greater and more rapid than on K+

because of the larger Na+ electric field gradient−CO2
quadrupole interaction energy (−ΦFQ). −ΦFQ is known to
be nearly proportional to r−3 [where: r = ri (ionic radius) + rj
(radius of adsorbate molecule)].73

We also studied the changes in the lattice parameter of
zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A on adsorption of CO2 because some
zeolite structures are known to change the lattice constants on
adsorption.45 The unit cells expanded on the adsorption of
CO2 (Figure 7), and the expansions occurred already at low
CO2 pressures, where also CO2 uptake is high in the
corresponding CO2 adsorption isotherms (cf. Figure 5). The
unit cell parameters after evacuation did not restore the initial
dimensions (Figure 7), which was related to CO2 molecules
chemisorbed and/or entrapped within the cavities. The
observed structure expansion stand in opposition to the
structure contraction on CO2 adsorption reported by Bae et al.
for zeolite |Na3.4Ca4.3|-A.

45 One should note that zeolite 5A
(i.e. |Na3.4Ca4.3|-A) has no cations in the 8-ring positions.
The physisorption of CO2 on the |Na12|-A sample was

studied with IR spectroscopy. This sample is compositionally
simple, and the polarization effect is large for the small Na+

ions. The latter was expected to have a large effect on the
frequencies of the bands for physisorbed CO2 (at low CO2
surface coverages). IR spectroscopy has been used to

Figure 5. Adsorption isotherms for CO2, N2, and CH4 on |Na12−xKx|-
A recorded at 273 K. Regression lines were derived with respect to the
all experimental data using a linear Henry’s law model.

Table 2. Selectivity of |Na12−xKx|-A Compositions

sample CO2/N2 selectivity CO2/CH4 selectivity

|Na12|-A 740 420
|Na11.2K0.8|-A 160 75
|Na10K2|-A 1900 1520
|Na9K3|-A 15 425 6170
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investigate the interaction of CO2 and zeolite A46,74−77 and
focused on the CO2 adsorption at low CO2 partial pressures
(0.1−60 mbar) where CO2 adsorption is specific in the vicinity
of the cations. If the partial pressure of CO2 is high, the
adsorption can be less specific.
The physisorption of CO2 was studied by a combination

band [(2ν2 + ν3) or (ν3 + ν1)] and the asymmetric stretching
band (ν3). The combination band was selected as it has a
relatively low intensity and is therefore less susceptible to
signal saturation. The frequency shift is enhanced by the
involvement of different fundamental vibrational modes of
CO2. This band was relatively broad and shifted from 3722
cm−1 to lower wavenumbers (Figure 8a) on increasing CO2
pressure for the adsorption on |Na12|-A. These features

indicated that different sites or less specific interaction of
CO2 with the charge-balancing cations occurred. Dispersion
forces played a role in the adsorption of CO2 besides of the
specific ion−quadrupole moment interactions.
By studying the ν3 band of CO2 adsorbed on |Na12|-A in the

desorption branch (Figure 8b), two distinct bands were clearly
detected at 2359 and 2343 cm−1. The band at 2359 cm−1

disappeared at higher pressures, and we concluded that the
band at 2343 cm−1 related to more strongly interacted CO2.
This band was assigned to entrapped physisorbed CO2 that
prevailed with in |Na12|-A after long exposure to dynamic high
vacuum (IR could not reveal the specific sites in the adsorption
branch).

Figure 6. Number of CO2 positions at |Na12−xKx|-A per α-cavity as a function of CO2 pressure compared with volumetric adsorption data.

Figure 7. Unit cell expansion during the CO2 adsorption (open
symbols) for |Na12|-A (green square), |Na11.2K0.8|-A (blue circle),
|Na10K2|-A (magenta triangle), and |Na9K3|-A (orange diamond).
Solid symbols correspond to respective unit cell size after desorption.

Figure 8. In situ IR spectra of CO2 adsorbed on (a) |Na12|-A, CO2
combination band during adsorption of CO2 in the pressure range of
1.33−57 mbar from bottom to top, respectively, and (b) |Na12|-A,
asymmetric stretching band during desorption with CO2 pressures of
0.266, 0.095, and 0.004 mbar and in dynamic vacuum after 75 min,
respectively, from the top to the bottom.
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For samples with K+ ions, |Na12−xKx|-A, the IR spectra are
more complex. Cheung et al. showed that the position of the ν3
band gradually changes with increasing K+ content,30 but
distinct separated bands were not observed. The entrapped
CO2 had the same frequency as in the case of |Na12|-A (spectra
are not shown here).
CO2 Chemisorption on |Na10K2|-A. It has been

established that formation of carbonate-like species reduces
the second-cycle uptake of CO2 on zeolite A.28,30 By
contrasting the first-cycle and second-cycle CO2 adsorption
isotherms for |Na10K2|-A, we derived ∼0.5 molecule of
chemisorbed CO2 per α-cavity (Figure 9). This composition

with x = 2 was selected because of its high selectivity (cf. Table
2). A single-site Langmuir model cannot be used for CO2
adsorption on |Na10K2|-A,

45 but a dual-site Langmuir model
could represent the data
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with qsat1, qsat2, and b1, b2 as the saturation loadings and
Langmuir parameters for sites 1 and 2, respectively (Table S3),
and p as the equilibrium pressure. This model described the
contribution from both chemisorbed and physisorbed species;
however, it is empiric and we do not propose qsat1 and qsat2 to
determine physisorbed and chemisorbed amounts. The
parameters could also be differentiated by specific sites of
adsorption because they were in line with the NDP-resolved
adsorption isotherms (cf. Figure 6). The dual-site Langmuir
model also needed to be used for the second-cycle CO2
isotherms, where the influence of chemisorbed CO2 was
smaller.
In situ IR spectra for CO2 adsorbed in zeolite |Na10K2|-A in a

broad CO2 pressure regime up to 1 bar were recorded and
presented in Figure 10. The IR spectra for the CO2 adsorption
branch (Figure 10a) displayed, in addition to the asymmetric
stretching (ν3) mode of physisorbed CO2 at 2350 cm−1, and
intense bands for chemisorbed CO2 in the region of 1800−
1200 cm−1. These bands are typically observed for zeolites with
relatively high basicity, like certain compositions of zeolite A,
when adsorbing CO2.

38,46,74,76,78−80 These bands were
assigned to carbonates or carbonate-like species, but for such
species to form, O atoms need to be transferred either from
OH groups acting as acid sites, water, or by reactions with the
framework O atoms.80 Split bands were detected in the spectra

instead of a single one that was expected for the doubly
degenerated asymmetrical stretching (between 1410 and 1490
cm−1) mode of the symmetrical, planar carbonate. Hence, we
concluded that these carbonates are not symmetrical. This
broken symmetry of the chemisorbed species was in line with
bond formation with the framework. There were for example
split bands in the spectra of |Na10K2|-A on CO2 adsorption at
1723 and 1244 cm−1; 1616 and 1370 cm−1; and 1600 and
1380 cm−1.
The bands for physisorbed CO2 in the adsorption branch in

Figure 10a were most dominant at the highest CO2 pressure.
For example, the overall intensities of the bands for
chemisorbed CO2 were practically the same at 97 and 1000
mbar, but the intensities of the bands for physisorbed CO2
increased significantly. A negative band was observed at 1175
cm−1 and the intensity of this band correlates with the partial
pressure of CO2. Such bands have been observed for |Na12|-A

46

and Na-Y81 in earlier studies and attributed to the perturbation
of the framework Si−O−Si (Si−O−Al) modes. The intensity
of the band at 1175 cm−1 continued to increase even above the
CO2 pressures at which CO2 stopped to be chemisorbed;
therefore, we attributed this band to the perturbation of the

Figure 9. Two cycles of adsorption of CO2 recorded at |Na10K2|-A at
273 K under high vacuum with 12 h evacuation in between. The data
are fitted to the two-site Langmuir model. The difference between the
two cycles corresponds to chemisorption of CO2.

Figure 10. In situ IR spectra of CO2 adsorbed on (a) zeolite |Na10K2|-
A, spectra acquired during adsorption with CO2 equilibrium pressures
of 0.013, 0.260, 12.67, 97, and 1000 mbar, respectively, from bottom
to top; (b) zeolite |Na10K2|-A, spectra acquired during desorption with
CO2 equilibrium pressures of 1000, 51, and 0.13 mbar, and after 4 h
in dynamic high vacuum, and after heat treatment, respectively, from
top to bottom.
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framework modes related to physisorbed CO2. This assign-
ment was strengthened by the fact that if physisorbed CO2 is
removed by vacuum treatment, this negative band disappears
(Figure 10b).
The in situ IR spectra were also recorded along the

desorption branch of CO2 (Figure 10b). As was discussed in
relation to Figure 8b, some physisorbed CO2 had been
entrapped and was detected in the spectra under evacuation by
dynamic high vacuum. A temperature increase was required to
desorb the full fraction of physisorbed CO2. On the other
hand, a minor amount of the chemisorbed species could be
removed by reducing the pressure. For example, the split band
pair at 1723 and 1244 cm−1 probably corresponded to labile
carbonate-like or bent CO2 species46 and not to bridged
carbonates, which could be concluded from the analysis of the
extent of this splitting. This showed that not only decreasing
pressure (Figure 10b) but also heat regeneration at a
moderately high temperature was not enough to remove
these carbonates or carbonate-like species. At full vacuum, as
well as after heat treatment, the split band pair corresponded to
an almost symmetrical carbonate species (possibly CO3

2−)
with frequencies of 1456 and 1414 cm−1. The appearance of
these bands showed that the system was rather dynamic and
that different carbonates can form at different CO2 surface
coverages.
In situ NPD experiments revealed that the re-evacuated

samples have different relative Bragg intensities than the
dehydrated ones, which is consistent with chemisorbed species
or entrapped physisorbed CO2 (Figure 11). The |Na10K2|-A

was treated at T = 353 K for 4 h of evacuation, which
effectively desorbed CO2 at the amounts observed with
volumetric adsorption (cf. Figure 9), indicating that only
chemisorbed CO2 seemed to have remained. The chemisorbed
CO2 molecules in |Na10K2|-A are positioned at site II near the
8-ring, which is corroborated by studies on zeolite 5A,22 where
8-ring windows remain unoccupied22 and no chemisorption
was detected.46 In these models, we assumed that the

chemisorbed CO2 could be represented with linear CO2, and
the OCO···Na+/K+ distance of 2.3 Å corresponded to the
respective position under 1000 mbar of CO2. Furthermore, in
the analysis of the chemisorbed CO2 in |Na10K2|-A subjected to
353 K and 4 h of evacuation, the CO2 molecules were placed
3.0 Å away from the nearest Na+ at the 4-ring site. Note that
the (C)···Oring distance (3.3 Å) remained smaller than the sum
of the van der Waals radii of O and C.82 Such distancing was
used before to describe the interactions of CO2 with the
framework in SSZ-13.44 Hence, the chemisorbed CO2
appeared to be bound or coordinated to O in the framework
(Figure 12), which is not fully consistent with the IR analysis.

That analysis indicated mainly symmetric carbonate species
when the sample was subjected to high dynamic vacuum and/
or heat treatment.
The population of site II after desorption was found with the

same procedure as CO2 positions at specific CO2 pressures,
discussed before. However, only one CO2 position was refined.
The occupancy was higher than what would be expected from
chemisorbed CO2 (Table 3). This suggested that only a

fraction of the site II molecules formed CO3
2−/HCO3

− groups
that were retained on desorption. After heat treatment at 353
K and dynamic vacuum, |Na10K2|-A contained ∼1 chemisorbed
CO2 molecule per α-cavity, which corresponded to one Na+ at
the 4-ring. We postulate that this cation position plays an
important role in the chemisorption. Similar findings have
been rationalized by cation gating for related systems.83,84 Not
only chemisorbed CO2 but also a substantial amount of
entrapped physisorbed CO2 was present in the pores if the
evacuation was conducted at T = 273 K (Table S1).

Figure 11. Diffractogram of desorbed |Na10K2|-A under high vacuum
for 4 h at 353 K after 1000 mbar CO2 loading. Collected data
compared to structural model with one CO2 position (site II, ∼1 CO2
molecule per α-cavity) and without CO2.

Figure 12. Atomic positions of chemisorbed CO2 on |Na10K2|-A.

Table 3. Number of Molecules of CO2 Remaining within
|Na10K2|-A after 4 h of Evacuation at Dynamic High Vacuum
and 353 Ka

CO2 pressure (mbar) site I site II site III

1000 5.13 2.71 1.02
0 (desorbed) 0 0.93 0

aCorresponding number of molecules in equilibrium with 1000 mbar
of CO2.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
In situ NPD studies of CO2 adsorption on |Na12−xKx|-A were
used to derive the positions of the adsorbed CO2 molecules
and, for the first time, site-specific CO2 adsorption isotherms
for these structures. The mechanisms of adsorption of CO2 on
zeolite |Na12−xKx|-A were studied in detail, and the in situ NPD
experiment revealed three independent sites for the adsorption
of CO2. Adsorbed CO2 at site I bridges two cations at
neighboring 8-rings but also was influenced by Na+ at 6-ring.
The CO2 adsorption capacity on site I was the highest of the
three, but the average cation−CO2 distance was the longest for
this site, which was consistent with the relatively gentle slope
for this site I-selective isotherm. The small slope and largest
capacity made it relevant to conclude that the working capacity
of |Na12−xKx|-A in potential adsorption-driven CO2 separation
processes was mainly related to site I. The CO2 molecules
positioned at site II were coordinated to the 8-ring cations.
The mode of CO2 adsorption was adjusted by the dimensions
and positions of Na+ and K+ ions in the 8-rings. A fraction
(∼1/3) of site II was chemisorbed and appeared to form
chemical bonds with the framework of O atoms. These
carbonate-like species could not be removed by evacuation
under high vacuum, even under moderate heating. The site-
selective isotherms of all CO2 positions conform to a single-
component Langmuir model; however, the number of
adsorption points was somewhat limited because of exper-
imental constraints.
As was expected from earlier studies, low-K+ zeolite

|Na12−xKx|-A exhibited a high capacity of CO2 adsorption,
and we confirmed earlier findings that tailoring of the pore
windows with a sufficient amount of K+ (x > 2) leads to
increased CO2/N2(CH4) selectivities. However, we also
showed that for compositions with x = 0.8, a small amount
of K+, the CO2/N2(CH4) selectivity was actually smaller than
for x = 0 (|Na12|-A). Further studies on the positioning of CO2
and mode of adsorption (chemisorption/physisorption) on |
Na12−xKx|-A and similar compounds are key to reveal the
detailed chemistry and physical interplay occurring on these
sorbents.
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